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SUMMARY
The static and transient deformations produced by earthquakes cause density perturbations
which, in turn, generate immediate, long-range perturbations of the Earth’s gravity field. Here,
an analytical solution is derived for gravity perturbations produced by a point double-couple
source in homogeneous, infinite, non-self-gravitating elastic media. The solution features
transient gravity perturbations that occur at any distance from the source between the rupture
onset time and the arrival time of seismic Pwaves, which are of potential interest for real-time
earthquake source studies and early warning. An analytical solution for such prompt gravity
perturbations is presented in compact form. We show that it approximates adequately the
prompt gravity perturbations generated by strike-slip and dip-slip finite fault ruptures in a
half-space obtained by numerical simulations based on the spectral element method. Based
on the analytical solution, we estimate that the observability of prompt gravity perturbations
within 10 s after rupture onset by current instruments is severely challenged by the background
microseism noise but may be achieved by high-precision gravity strainmeters currently under
development. Our analytical results facilitate parametric studies of the expected prompt gravity
signals that could be recorded by gravity strainmeters.
Key words: Transient deformation; Time variable gravity; Earthquake source observations;
Theoretical seismology; Early warning.
1 INTRODUCTION
Earthquakes generate transient and static deformation, including
volumetric deformation and displacement of material interfaces,
which modify the spatial distribution of material density. This mass
redistribution induces changes in the Earth’s gravitational field. Per-
manent gravity changes generated by static deformation induced by
the co-seismic and post-seismic slip of large earthquakes have been
observed by superconducting gravimeters and gravity field satellite
missions on multiple occasions (Imanishi et al. 2004; Wang et al.
2012a; Fuchs et al. 2013; Cambiotti & Sabadini 2013). Theoret-
ical models of these static gravity perturbations have been devel-
oped (Okubo 1992; Sun et al. 2009) and compared to observations
(Matsuo & Heki 2011; Wang et al. 2012b). The transient effects of
elasto-gravitational coupling on the Earth’s gravest normal modes
are well established and routinely included in normal mode compu-
tations for long-period seismology (Dahlen & Tromp 1998). Tran-
∗ After the first name, the author list is in alphabetic order.
sient perturbations of the gravity field concurrent with the passage
of seismic waves have been examined as a broad-band source of
so-called Newtonian noise for gravitational-wave (GW) detectors
(Beker et al. 2011; Driggers et al. 2012). Here we address, for
the first time, the problem of modelling the gravity perturbations
generated by earthquakes at short timescales, including those gen-
erated by transient deformation induced by seismic waves and those
occurring during the fault rupture.
Our focus here is on a particular short-term elasto-gravitational
effect that has received no attention in the literature. Owing to
the long-range and virtually instantaneous (speed-of-light) effect
of gravitational forces, density perturbations lead immediately to
global perturbations of the Earth’s gravity field. In particular, the
volumetric deformation carried by P waves induces remote gravity
perturbations even at distances beyond the P-wave front. Hence,
at any distance from an earthquake source and its dynamically de-
forming region, gravity perturbations are expected to be induced
even between the onset time of the rupture and the arrival time of
seismic waves. We refer to these as prompt gravity perturbations.
If practically measurable, these signals would add a new dimension
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Transient gravity perturbations by earthquake 1417
to real-time seismology that may enhance rapid earthquake source
detection and parameter estimation capabilities and may contribute
to earthquake and tsunami early warning. Some analogies may be
drawn to prompt electromagnetic perturbations caused, in princi-
ple, by earthquakes via the electrokinetic effect in saturated porous
media (Gao et al. 2013) or via the motional induction effect of
the Earth’s conductive crust and magnetic field (Gao et al. 2014).
Here we develop building blocks for the quantitative analysis of
prompt gravity perturbations, as needed to assess their detectability
and information content. An analysis of their potential contribution
to earthquake early warning will be reported elsewhere, as well as
results of a search for prompt gravity signals in superconducting
gravimeter recordings of a recent mega-earthquake.
While normal mode theory in global seismology accounts for
gravitational effects (Takeuchi & Saito 1972; Dahlen & Tromp
1998), the structure of the prompt gravity perturbation field is
not immediately evident from it. To facilitate systematic, paramet-
ric studies of transient gravity signals, we develop in Section 2
an analytical model of transient Newtonian gravity perturbations
from point shear dislocations in unbounded, uniform, non-self-
gravitating elastic media. The model accounts for the effects of
density perturbations induced by both static and transient deforma-
tions and provides a complete gravity time-series, before and after
the passage of seismic waves. The key result is a compact expres-
sion for prompt gravity perturbations. Its relevance in more realistic
settings is assessed in Section 3 by comparing the analytical results
with results from numerical simulations that include finite fault and
free surface effects. In Section 4, after realizing that prompt gravity
perturbations are generally too weak to be detected by conventional
gravimeters within 10 s after rupture onset, we derive expressions
for transient gravity gradients and assess the theoretical potential
of high-sensitivity gravity strainmeters to observe prompt gravity
signals.
2 GRAVITY PERTURBATIONS FROM
POINT- SHEAR DISLOCATIONS IN
INF IN ITE , HOMOGENEOUS ,
NON-SELF -GRAVITAT ING ELAST IC
MEDIA
2.1 Model assumptions and density perturbations
We consider a point shear dislocation in an infinite, elastic and ho-
mogeneous medium. The deformation is related to the dislocation
source by the seismic wave equation and the Newtonian gravity
potential perturbation is related to the deformation-induced density
perturbations by Poisson’s equation. We ignore the effects of self-
gravitation, that is we assume that gravity perturbations induced by
deformation do not act back on the deformation and their contribu-
tion to the seismic wave equation is ignored. Self-gravitation effects
are significant only at periods much longer than 100 s (see p. 142
of Dahlen & Tromp 1998), whereas our primary interest here is in
the short timescales over which significant prompt gravity pertur-
bations may develop (the P-wave traveltime from the hypocentre
to distances of up to a few 100 km). We adopt a source-based
coordinate system with origin at the location of the shear disloca-
tion, z-axis parallel to the slip direction and x-axis perpendicular
to the fault plane. Spherical coordinates r, θ , φ are related to the
Cartesian coordinates via x = r sin (θ ) cos (φ), y = r sin (θ )sin (φ),
z = r cos (θ ), with 0 < θ < π , and 0 < φ < 2π . The point-shear
dislocation source is represented by a double-couple moment tensor
point-source, with the following equivalent body-force:
f (r, t) = −M0(t)
(
∂δ(r)
∂z
ex + ∂δ(r)
∂x
ez
)
, (1)
where ex and ez are the unit vectors pointing along the corresponding
coordinate axes. We assume a fixed focal mechanism but allow for
an arbitrary seismic moment time function M0(t).
The displacement field induced by seismic waves is denoted by
ξ (r , t). The resulting density perturbation δρ(r , t) is given by the
linearized continuity equation (e.g. eq. 3.46 of Dahlen & Tromp
1998):
δρ(r , t) = −ρ0∇ · ξ (r , t) (2)
where ρ0 is the unperturbed mass density. It depends on the diver-
gence of the displacement field, which describes volumetric defor-
mations of the medium. From the known expression of the seis-
mic wave field generated by a point double-couple source (Aki &
Richards 2009):
δρ(r , t) = RP(θ, φ) (r, t), (3)
where
RP(θ, φ) = cos(φ) sin(2θ )
= 2(ex · er )(ez · er ) (4)
is the quadrupolarP-wave radiation pattern, er ≡ r/r the radial unit
vector, and
(r, t) ≡ 3
4πr 3α2
(
M0(t − r/α)
+ r
α
M˙0(t − r/α) + r
2
3α2
M¨0(t − r/α)
)
(5)
where α is the P-wave speed. Because S waves produce no volu-
metric deformation, density perturbations in infinite, uniform, elas-
tic media are carried exclusively by P waves and hence depend
on the moment time function delayed by the P-wave traveltime,
M0(t − r/α). The density perturbation is plotted in Fig. 1 as a
function of distance and time, for φ = 0 and θ = π/4. The plot
shows that in addition to a lasting density change in the vicinity of
the source, a propagating density perturbation is transported by the
compressional waves.
2.2 Prompt gravity perturbation
Prompt gravity perturbations are essentially the exterior gravita-
tional field induced by the density perturbation outside its spatial
support, that is, beyond the P-wave front. Their structure can be
determined by exploiting classical results in potential theory (Jekeli
2007) as follows. The density perturbation field inherits the sym-
metries of a quadrupole from the P-wave radiation pattern, which
features four lobes of alternating signs. A quadrupole density per-
turbation generates an exterior gravitational potential, which has
also a quadrupole structure and decays as 1/r 30 , where r0 is the
distance to the centroid of the quadrupole.
In this section, we use seismic potentials (of the seismic fields
and alternatively of the seismic sources) to obtain an explicit expres-
sion of the gravity perturbation in homogeneous space valid for all
times. In the Appendix, a second method is described, which uses
the spherical multipole expansion. While the method based on po-
tentials is not very intuitive and does not give a direct interpretation
of the effective source of gravity perturbations, it is more elegant
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1418 J. Harms et al.
Figure 1. Density perturbation field as a function of distance and time, for φ = 0, θ = π/4 and seismic moment time function M0 tanh (t/τ )(t), where
( · ) denotes the unit step function. Since the positive and negative values vary over many orders of magnitude, the colour scale is based on a log-modulus
transformation (John & Draper 1980).
and should prove useful also to solving more complicated calcula-
tions in the future, for example concerning gravity perturbations in
a half space.
The perturbation of the Newtonian gravity potential, δψ(r0 , t),
is determined by the density fluctuations according to Poisson’s
equation
∇2δψ = 4πGδρ (6)
where G is the gravitational constant. In a uniform medium, the
density perturbation is governed by the seismic displacement field
via eq. (2). We represent the seismic field in terms of its Lame´
potentials:
ξ (r , t) = ∇φs(r , t) +∇ × ψs(r , t). (7)
The scalar potential φs gives rise to compressional waves, whereas
the vector potential ψ s gives rise to shear waves and also obeys the
condition ∇ · ψ s = 0. Inserting eq. (7) into eq. (2) and noting that
∇ ·∇ × ψ s = 0, one finds
δρ = −ρ0∇2φs (8)
and, from eq. (6), ∇2δψ = −4πGρ0∇2φs. Hence, considering the
anticipated fast (1/r 30 ) decay of the gravity potential away from the
density perturbation region, one finds for an infinite medium
δψ(r0 , t) = −4πGρ0φs(r0 , t). (9)
This equivalence between a potential giving rise to a seismic com-
pressional field and the corresponding gravity potential perturbation
is remarkable. Given the known solution for seismic potentials from
a point force in infinite media (Aki & Richards 2009), one can de-
rive the expression for a double-couple and rescale it according to
eq. (9) to obtain the following expression of the perturbed gravity
potential:
δψ(r0 , t) = GRP(θ0, φ0)
×
[
1
r0α2
M0(t − r0/α) − 3
r 30
r0/α∫
0
du uM0(t − u)
]
. (10)
Note that this result does not depend explicitly on the reference
density of themedium. Before the arrival ofPwaves, when t< r0/α,
the first term in brackets vanishes, the upper limit of integration of
the second term can be substituted by t, and
t∫
0
du uM0(t − u) =
t∫
0
dt ′
t ′∫
0
dt ′′M0(t ′′) ≡ I2[M0](t) (11)
if M0(t) = 0 for t < 0. Therefore, the early gravity potential as-
sumes a remarkably simple form independent of the speed α of
compressional waves:
δψ(r0 , t) = −RP(θ0, φ0) 3G
r 30
I2[M0](t). (12)
As anticipated, the prompt gravity potential inherits the quadrupole
distribution of the P-wave radiation pattern and decays as 1/r 30 . Its
relation to the seismic moment is remarkably simple: it is propor-
tional to the second integral of the seismic moment time function.
The derivation, in particular eq. (9), has the unintuitive feature
that the prompt gravity potential perturbation appears to emerge
from the ‘acausal’ component of the P-wave potential. This com-
ponent has actually no physical significance in the seismic wave
equation, where its contribution to the near-field seismic wavefield
is cancelled out by a similar contribution from the S-wave potential.
We can provide an alternative derivation of the prompt gravity
potential perturbation based on source potentials, which allows fur-
ther insight into the origin of its simple structure. Taking the second
time derivative of eq. (9) and considering the wave equation for the
P-wave potential,
φ¨s = α2∇2φs + /ρ0, (13)
where (r, t) is the scalar Helmholtz potential of the equivalent
body force representation of a dislocation (e.g. eq. 4.9 of Aki &
Richards 2009), we find
δψ¨ = −4πGρ0(α2∇2φs + /ρ0). (14)
Making use of eq. (8), we get
δψ¨ = −4πG(−α2δρ + ). (15)
The first term in brackets is a propagative contribution carried by
P waves. The second term is long-ranged. Before the arrival of P
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Transient gravity perturbations by earthquake 1419
waves to the detector, only the second term is non-zero and hence
the prompt gravity potential perturbation satisfies
δψ¨ = −4πG. (16)
Combining spatial derivatives of the point-force potential given, for
example, in eq. (4.17) ofAki&Richards (2009), it can be shown that
the scalar Helmholtz potential of the double-couple source given in
eq. (1) is
(r, t) = M0(t)
2π
∂21/r
∂x∂z
. (17)
Porting this into eq. (16) and integrating twice lead to eq. (12). This
derivation, in particular eq. (16), provides a more elegant proof
that the prompt gravity potential perturbation is proportional to the
second integral of M0(t). Also, eq. (15) is consistent with eq. (10)
but shows more clearly the separation between propagative and
long-ranged components of the gravity potential field.
Finally, we provide an explicit expression of the prompt pertur-
bation of gravity acceleration, δa = −∇δψ , which takes the form
δa(r0 , t) = 6G
r 40
((ez · er )ex + (ex · er )ez
− 5(ex · er )(ez · er )er )I2[M0](t). (18)
Reflecting the long-range and instantaneous nature of gravity
changes, these expressions show that the prompt gravity pertur-
bation extends over arbitrary distances and involves the seismic
moment time-function without P-wave time delay. Its proportional-
ity to the second integral of seismic moment has important implica-
tions. Compared to far-field seismic ground displacements, which
are proportional to seismicmoment rate, the high-frequency content
of prompt gravity potential perturbations is damped. For self-similar
ruptures, whose moment function has an onset proportional to t3,
the prompt gravity potential signal is predicted to start as t5. After
the rupture ends and before the Pwave arrives, it grows as t2. At the
arrival of P waves, t = r0/α and δa ∝ t2/r 40 ∝ 1/r 20 , consistent
with the distance decay of gravity perturbations produced by static
earthquake deformation (Okubo 1991). In the calculations leading
to eq. (12), it is found that the near-, intermediate- and far-field
terms of the density perturbation, represented by the three terms in
eq. (5), have comparable contributions to the prompt gravity pertur-
bation. In particular, the contribution of the static deformation (the
near-field term) is not dominant at any distance.
3 COMPARISON WITH SPECTRAL
ELEMENT S IMULATIONS
The theory developed in Section 2 does not capture all effects that
may be present in nature. Even if for some purposes the Earth can
be sufficiently approximated by a homogenous medium, it remains
to be determined under which conditions this theory adequately
describes finite fault sources in a half space.
First, the theoretical results are derived for a point source. Addi-
tional finite-source effects are expected close to a finite-size rupture.
We do not consider this a major drawback, since the problem is lin-
ear and finite-sized sources of arbitrary shape and with complicated
rupture propagation can be represented by superposition of point
sources. A suitable approximation to describe finite-size ruptures
on a single planar fault is proposed here. The prompt gravity per-
turbation in that scenario is a superposition of quadrupole gravity
fields, each of the form given by eq. (12). The leading term of the
multipole expansion of a superposition of quadrupoles is also a
quadrupole, whose quadrupole moment is simply the sum of the
individual ones. The higher order multipole terms (octupole, etc.)
are not necessarily zero but they decay faster with distance. Hence,
at a distance from the P-wave front, the prompt gravity perturbation
produced by a finite earthquake source is approximately given by eq.
(12) if, as conventionally in seismology, M0(t) is understood as the
seismic moment integrated over the whole finite rupture surface.
To minimize the octupole contribution, r0 should be understood
as the distance to the instantaneous earthquake centroid (or, more
generally, to the instantaneous centroid of the density perturbation
field). The quality of this approximation is expected to degrade as
the P-wave front approaches.
Secondly, the analytical solution was derived for infinite media.
If an event occurs at a depth h, then we can expect deviations
from our results as soon as P waves reach the surface at time
h/α, which is typically a few seconds only. Therefore, simulating
many tens of seconds of gravity time-series using the analytical
results of Section 2 would in general lead to inaccurate predictions.
However, for early warning applications of prompt gravity signals
the important question is if the influence of the surface is significant
within a few seconds of the rupture onset.
Finite-source and free-surface effects can be assessed by com-
paring the analytical prediction with results obtained from a nu-
merical simulation on a half-space. The simulation tool used here
is SPECFEM3D, a seismic wave propagation code based on the
spectral element method (Komatitsch & Vilotte 1998; Komatitsch
& Tromp 1999) which can simulate finite earthquake sources with
prescribed slip rate (S. N. Somala, J.-P. Ampuero and N. Lapusta,
Finite-fault source inversion using adjoint methods in 3D hetero-
geneous media, submitted). We implemented in SPECFEM3D the
computation of gravity acceleration perturbations above the half-
space surface produced by the seismic displacement field ξ (r , t) as
a function of time, based on the following equation [Harms et al.
(2009); eqs 3.100–3.101 of Dahlen & Tromp (1998)],
δa(r0, t) = Gρ0
∫
dV
1
|r − r0|3 (ξ (r , t) − 3(er · ξ (r , t)) · er ) .
(19)
This equation has the form of a dipole perturbation associated with
displaced point masses ρ0 dV. It is valid as long as the displacement
ismuch smaller than the distance |r − r0|. The integral is performed
over a fixed domain but it accounts for the gravity perturbations in-
duced by deformation of the Earth’s surface. Eq. (19) gives the
Eulerian gravity acceleration measurable by a seismically isolated
sensor, whereas the Lagrangian quantitymeasured by a non-isolated
sensor involves an additional term representing advection through
the initial gravity gradient (Dahlen & Tromp 1998). This distinc-
tion is, however, irrelevant before seismic waves arrive to the sensor.
In this section, we compare the simulated half-space gravity per-
turbation with the full-space analytical solution of prompt gravity
acceleration perturbations, eq. (18).
The assumed kinematic source model is specified in Appendix B.
It represents a circular pulse-like rupture of finite duration τ with
cosine slip rate function, uniformfinal slip δ, rise timeT and constant
rupture speed vrup. From the rupturemodel, an explicit expression of
the moment function M0(t) is obtained that is inserted into eq. (18)
to calculate an analytical prediction of the gravity perturbation. We
present results of three simulations, a very deep strike-slip event, a
shallow one and a shallow dip-slip event, and compare them with
the analytical predictions. The duration of the strike-slip events is
τ = 2 s, while the duration of the dip-slip event is 4 s. The rise time
in all cases is T= 1 s. We simulated about 5 s of time-series, a short
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Table 1. Parameter values used for the comparison
between the numerical simulation and theory.
Parameter Symbol Value
Rupture speed vrup 3 km s−1
P-wave speed α 6.4 km s−1
Mass density ρ0 2670 kg m−3
Shear modulus μ 27 GPa
Slip δ 0.5 m
Strike-slip events
Total ruptured area A 110 km2
Total seismic moment M0 1.5 × 1018 N m
Moment magnitude Mw 6.1
Dip-slip event
Total ruptured area A 400 km2
Total seismic moment M0 5.4 × 1018 N m
Moment magnitude Mw 6.5
Figure 2. Comparison between analytical predictions gth and numerical
simulation gnum of prompt gravity acceleration perturbations for a deep
strike-slip earthquake. The solid curve is plotted against the right y-axis,
while the dashed and dash-dotted curves are plotted against the left y-axis.
The hypocentre is 50 km deep so that surface effects are non-existent during
the first 5 s. The detector is located at a horizontal distance of 1 km from
the epicentre to avoid a null of gravity acceleration. The result shows that
approximating the fault rupture as a point source leads to relative deviations
smaller than 0.07 within the first 5 s.
timescale relevant to anticipated applications in early warning. It
is computationally expensive to increase the simulation duration
and at the same time increase the size of the simulation domain
to encompass the complete P-wave front and preserve accuracy at
high frequencies. Further parameter values of the simulations are
listed in Table 1. For the strike-slip scenarios, the total ruptured area
is A= π (vrupτ )2 and the seismic momentM0 = μδA. In the dip-slip
scenario the rupture reaches the surface.
Fig. 2 shows the comparison between theory and simulation for
the deep strike-slip event with hypocentre at 50 km depth. We com-
pare the gravity acceleration in the horizontal direction normal to
the fault evaluated at a horizontal distance of 1 km to the epicen-
tre and to the fault (to avoid a null of gravity acceleration) and
2 km above ground (to avoid exponentially decaying artefacts of
the gravity calculation related to the finite grid density). The rel-
ative deviation (shown as dashed line) grows with time but stays
smaller than 7 per cent over the entire 5 s. This serves as verification
of our SPECFEM3D implementation and to show that finite source
effects are not significant at this distance.
Fig. 3 (left) shows the comparison for the shallow strike-slip
event with hypocentre depth 7.5 km. Gravity is evaluated at 50 km
horizontal distance to the epicentre and 2 km above ground. The
horizontal distance was chosen larger than the propagation distance
of seismic waves during the first 5 s. The plot in the right of Fig. 3
shows the comparison for the 7.5 km deep dip-slip event with 45◦
dip angle, and 4 s duration. In these two examples, the relative de-
viation is smaller than 1.5 and 6 per cent, respectively. This is even
smaller than in the previous example, which may seem surprising
given that at t = 5 s seismic waves have already been reflected from
the surface or have been converted into surface waves, which was
not considered in the theoretical analysis. Especially concerning the
dip-slip event, one might have expected more significant deviations
since the surface experiences a differential lift across the fault trace
when the rupture reaches the surface at about t = 3.5 s. The agree-
ment between the theoretical and numerical results even in this case
may be taken as a hint of a more fundamental principle that is to be
discovered in the full half-space solution.
Strong deviations between theory and numerical simulationswere
only observed for shallow events in cases where gravity was eval-
uated close to the epicentre so that the contribution from passing
Rayleigh waves was dominant. An open question that should be ad-
dressed in future studies is whether results still agree well even long
after 5 s, at least as long as contributions from passing Rayleigh
waves can be excluded. The effect of heterogeneity of the crust also
deserves further scrutiny.
4 TRANS IENT GRAVITY GRADIENTS
4.1 Motivations
Prompt gravity perturbations produced by earthquakes have not
been observedwith existing gravimeters or seismometers. An order-
of-magnitude estimate of the amplitude of the prompt gravity accel-
eration signal can be obtained from eq. (18), neglecting the depen-
dence on directions.We assume a self-similar rupture model, whose
seismic moment function starts as M0(t) ∼ t3. Based on empirical
relations between seismic moment and rupture duration (Houston
2001) we set M0(1 s) = 1017 N m. We find that
δa = O(106 m5s−7) t
5
r 40
∼ O(10 nm/s2) (t/10 s)
5
(r0/50 km)4
(20)
with t < r0/α (before the P-wave arrival). Note that 50 km is the
typical distance travelled by a P wave in 10 s. This estimate is only
valid before the half-duration of the rupture; after that it overesti-
mates the signal amplitude. At late times, if the rupture duration
and distance are large enough, prompt gravity perturbations above
10 nm s−2 are predicted. However, gravity acceleration changes
forming within the first few seconds at local distances to the source
(50 km or less) lie well below 10 nm s−2. This is also illustrated in
the figures in Section 3. Measurements of such weak gravity tran-
sients are masked by a foreground of seismic noise (Berger et al.
2004; Brown et al. 2014), which is of the order of 100 nm s−2 be-
tween 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz. A novel class of instruments, for example
seismically isolated gravity gradiometers (also referred to as gravity
strainmeters (Harms et al. 2013)), is required to detect these early
transients.
The past two decades have seen rapid progress in the devel-
opment of ultra-sensitive gravity strainmeters, mainly driven by
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Transient gravity perturbations by earthquake 1421
Figure 3. Comparison between analytical predictions gth and numerical simulation gnum of prompt gravity acceleration perturbations for a shallow strike-slip
earthquake and a surface-breaking dip-slip earthquake. Same representation as in Fig. 2. Left: strike-slip event with 2 s duration. Right: dip-slip event with dip
angle of 45◦ and duration of 4 s. In both cases, the event hypocentre is 7.5 km deep so that surface effects can be expected shortly after 1 s, and the detector
is located at 50 km distance from the epicentre so that seismic waves do not reach it within the 5 s of simulation time. For the dip-slip scenario, the rupture
reaches the surface at about 3.5 s. The impact of the surface onto gravity perturbations stays weak within the first 5 s, leading to relative deviations smaller
than 0.015 for the strike-slip event, and 0.06 for the dip-slip event.
scientific communities working on GW detection from astrophys-
ical sources. Gravity strain is the relative change in physical dis-
tance between two test masses in response to a changing gravita-
tional field. This change can be produced by a GW of astrophysical
origin as well as by gravity perturbations from terrestrial sources.
Laser-interferometric GW detectors such as LIGO (LIGO Scientific
Collaboration 2009), Virgo (Accadia et al. 2011), GEO600 (Lu¨ck
et al. 2010), andKAGRA (Aso et al. 2013)measure gravity strain as
differential displacement between seismically isolated test masses
using high-power, in-vacuum lasers. Strain sensitivities of better
than 10−22 Hz−1/2 have been demonstrated in the frequency range
between about 50 and 1000 Hz. The LIGO and Virgo detectors are
currently being upgraded to advanced configurations with design
strain sensitivity better than 10−23 Hz−1/2 between about 30 Hz and
2000 Hz. Furthermore, future ground-based detectors have been
proposed, such as the Einstein Telescope (ET Science Team 2011)
with even more enhanced strain sensitivity, and a detection band
extending down to a few Hz. In parallel to these kilometre-scale
detectors, groups are developing gravity strainmeters targeting sig-
nals below 1 Hz, which are better suited to detect gravity perturba-
tions changing over timescales of a few seconds (Ando et al. 2010;
Hohensee et al. 2011; Dickerson et al. 2013; Shoda et al. 2014).
In the next section, we derive expressions for gravity strain pertur-
bations (expressed as gravity gradients, i.e. the second time deriva-
tive of gravity strain) useful to assess the capability of future sensors
to observe prompt gravity signals. Current concepts and sensitivity
goals of these ‘low-frequency’ instruments are briefly reviewed in
Section 4.4.
4.2 Gravity-gradient tensor
The gravity-gradient tensor is given by
D(r0 , t) = ∇δa(r0 , t) = −(∇ ⊗∇)δψ(r0 , t) (21)
where ‘⊗’ denotes the Kronecker product (also known as dyadic or
tensor product). It is a symmetric tensor. Substituting eq. (10) for
the gravity potential, one obtains a tensor that can be divided into
four parts, distinguished by their dependence on directions. The first
part is proportional to the local density perturbation:
D1(r0 , t) = −4πG δρ(r0 , t)er ⊗ er . (22)
It is the only contribution with non-vanishing trace. Using Tr(a ⊗
b ) = a · b, one obtains
Tr(D1(r0, t)) = −4πG δρ(r0, t), (23)
consistent with Poisson’s equation. The second part can be cast into
the form
D2(r0 , t) = −6G
r 50
S(θ, φ)
r0/α∫
0
du uM0(t − u) (24)
where
S(θ, φ) = 5(ex · er )(ez · er )(31 − 7er ⊗ er )
+ 4(ex ⊗ ez)sym + 5((ex × er ) ⊗ (ez × er ))sym. (25)
Here (a ⊗ b)sym ≡ a ⊗ b + b ⊗ a. The third part is given by
D3(r0 , t) = 2G
5r 30α
2
(
6M0(t − r0/α) + r0
α
M˙0(t − r0/α)
)
· (S(θ, φ) + (ex ⊗ ez)sym) , (26)
and the last part is proportional to the delayed moment function
D4(r0 , t) = − 2G
α2r 30
M0(t − r0/α) · (ex ⊗ ez)sym, (27)
Note that the unit vectors ex and ez are not arbitrary coordinate
axes, but correspond to the fault normal and slip direction. The full
gravity-gradient tensor is simply the sumof these four contributions.
For small times relevant to prompt perturbations, t < r0/α, the first
and last two contributions vanish sinceM0(t) = 0 for t < 0, and the
integral of the second contribution can be rewritten as
D(r0 , t) = −6G
r 50
S(θ, φ) I2[M0](t). (28)
None of the four contributions vanishes for t → ∞. Instead the
time derivatives of the moment function go to zero, and the moment
function itself can be substituted by its final valueM0(t → ∞). The
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result is a gravity-gradient tensor whose components decrease with
1/r 30 , and is consistent with the static gravity perturbation found by
Okubo (1991) for shear dislocations in a half space, provided that
his result is evaluated for an event far from the surface.
4.3 Gravity-strain response
The instruments anticipated to observe weak gravity transients of
the form given in eq. (28) measure changes in distance between
test masses or relative rotations between suspended bars. These in-
struments measure the so-called gravity-strain tensor h ≡ I2[D](t),
rather than the gravity-gradient tensor D. The concept of gravity
strain is similar to that of elastic strain. While elastic strain deter-
mines the relative change in distance between test masses bolted to
an elastic medium, gravity strain causes a relative change in dis-
tance between freely falling test masses. The concept of gravity
strain is predominantly used in the GW community, and since it
emerged from studies of gravity in the framework of general rel-
ativity, it should also be emphasized that some of the predicted
effects on instruments cannot be explained by Newtonian gravity
theory. Nonetheless, in the context of this paper, it is sufficient to
understand gravity strain as if produced by a tidal force and there-
fore it can be calculated from the gravity-gradient tensor by double
integration as stated above.
There are two types of gravity strain measurements: (1) the con-
ventional scheme, which is a measurement of the relative displace-
ment of test masses typically carried out along two perpendicular
baselines (arms); and (2) measurement of the relative rotation be-
tween two suspended bars. In either case, the response of a sensor is
obtained by projecting the gravity strain tensor onto a combination
of two unit vectors, e1 and e2, that characterize the orientation of the
detector, such as the directions of the two bars in a rotational gravity
strainmeter, or the two arms of a conventional gravity strainmeter.
This requires us to define two different gravity strain projections.
The projection for the rotational strain measurement is given by
h×(r0 , t) =
(
e1 · h(r0 , t) · e r1 − e2 · h(r0 , t) · e r2
)
/2, (29)
where the subscript × indicates that the response to gravity fields is
based on a relative rotation of the bars. The vectors e r1 and e
r
2 are ro-
tated counter-clockwise by 90◦ with respect to e1 and e2. In the case
of perpendicular bars e r1 = e2 and e r2 = −e1. The corresponding
projection for the conventional gravity strainmeter reads
h+(r0 , t) =
(
e1 · h(r0 , t) · e1 − e2 · h(r0 , t) · e2
)
/2. (30)
The subscript + indicates that the response is based on a dis-
tance change between test masses. It is straightforward to evaluate
the projections of the strain tensor in the form given in
equations (22), (24), (26) and (27) using the relation e1 · (a ⊗ b) ·
e2 = (e1 · a)(e2 · b).
Transformations between coordinate systems governed by a ro-
tation matrix R can be applied to the strain tensor in the usual way
h′(r ′0 , t) = R · h(r0 , t) · R, (31)
and the projection is now carried out expressing the unit vectors in
the transformed coordinates. This transformation can also be inter-
preted as a real rotation of the detector frame representing a change
in detector orientation. For the case of perpendicular bars or arms of
the gravity strainmeter, we calculate the detector response to gravity
strain before the arrival of P waves, as given in eq. (28). Denoting
the square-root of the average of the squared strain amplitude over
detector orientations (represented by the frame rotations R), fault
orientation, and slip direction by 〈 · 〉, one obtains:
〈h+(r0 , t)〉 = 〈h×(r0 , t)〉 = 6
√
14/5G
r 50
I4[M0](t), (32)
where I4 is the forth time integral. This expression allows us to
make simple evaluations of expected gravity strain signal ampli-
tudes without having to specify directions and orientations. Adopt-
ing similar assumptions as in Section 4.1, we derive the following
order-of-magnitude estimate of the amplitude of prompt gravity
strain signals:
〈h〉 ∼ 6 104 m5 s−7 t
7
r 50
∼ 10−12 (t/10 s)
7
(r0/50 km)5
. (33)
As explained in the following section, there are at least three detector
concepts that can reach these sensitivities.
4.4 Sensitivity of low-frequency gravity strainmeters
We conclude with a brief discussion about instruments and instru-
mental concepts potentially able to detect the gravity transients
from earthquakes discussed in this work. Several concepts have
been proposed for gravity strainmeters that target signals between
10 mHz and 10 Hz. These include atom-interferometric, laser-
interferometric, torsion-bar, and superconducting gravity strain-
meters (Moody et al. 2002; Harms et al. 2013). While none of
the concepts has reached the sensitivity yet required for the detec-
tion of earthquake transients, sensitivities of 10−15 Hz−1/2 in the
region 0.1–1 Hz seem within reach. Correspondingly and accord-
ing to eq. (33), transient gravity signals from earthquakes at ∼10 s
after rupture onset and at epicentral distances ∼50 km can be ex-
pected to have high signal-to-noise ratio. We point out that these
low-frequency strainmeters are much smaller scale (of the order
of 1 to 10 m) than the km-scale GW detectors LIGO and Virgo,
which operate at higher frequencies. In fact, some of the modern
concepts of low-frequency gravity strainmeters evolved from well-
known gravity gradiometer technology. We also want to emphasize
that the sensitivity of low-frequency gravity strainmeters required
for the detection of earthquake transients lies well below the sensi-
tivity required for GW detection at the same frequencies, which is
about 10−19 Hz−1/2 at 0.1 Hz (Harms et al. 2013). So it is conceiv-
able that these instruments can be either early prototypes of future
GW detectors, or instruments specifically built for geophysical ob-
servations.
Groups working on the realization of these new concepts rely
on modern understanding of terrestrial gravity noise, seismic isola-
tion, and thermal noise acquired over the past decade. For seismic-
noise suppression, each concept follows a different strategy. Atom-
interferometric detectors use freely falling ultracold atom clouds,
and seismic noise couples strongly suppressed into the system
through the laser interacting with the atoms (Baker & Thorpe
2012). Superconducting gravity strainmeters achieve seismic-noise
reduction by common-mode suppression by differential readout of
test-mass displacements versus a common rigid reference (Moody
et al. 2002). Laser-interferometric concepts rely on active and pas-
sive seismic isolation of suspended test masses (Harms et al. 2013).
Torsion-bar detectors profit from the mechanical filtering of seismic
noise through a potentially very low frequency torsion resonance
(Ando et al. 2001). In reality, isolation performance is impeded by
cross-coupling between degrees of freedom allowing seismic noise
to couple into the strainmeter output through unwanted channels.
The goal is to improve the mechanical designs to suppress these
couplings.
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As explained by Harms et al. (2013), terrestrial gravity noise is
expected to pose sensitivity limitations at a level 10−15 Hz−1/2 at
0.1 Hzmainly due to atmospheric infrasound, and possibly also seis-
mic fields (depending on the instrument site). It was proposed to use
microphone or seismometer arrays to coherently cancel associated
gravity fluctuations from the strainmeter data. However, this tech-
nique is mostly unexplored and therefore its performance is difficult
to predict. Some experience has been gainedwith the cancellation of
atmospheric gravity noise in gravimeter data (Neumeyer 2010), but
gravity-noise cancellation in gravity gradiometers is not equivalent
to cancellation in gravimeters.
The best strain sensitivity at 0.1 Hz so far has been demonstrated
with superconducting gravity strainmeters reaching 10−10 Hz−1/2
(Moody et al. 2002). Torsion-bar sensitivities have surpassed
10−7 Hz−1/2 at 0.1 Hz (Shoda et al. 2014). Naturally, work on
detector designs needs to be accompanied by careful selection of
instrument sites, which can have a big impact on ambient seismic or
infrasound fields (Berger et al. 2004; Brown et al. 2014), and also
on the associated gravity noise.
5 CONCLUS ION
In this paper we addressed for the first time the problem of mod-
elling transient gravity perturbations produced by an earthquake
during fault rupture. Since gravity changes propagate essentially
instantaneously in comparison with seismic waves, gravity pertur-
bations are generated at any distance as soon as the rupture starts.
In particular, a prompt gravity perturbation is expected before the
arrival of P waves, and has been computed here by an original an-
alytical model, validated with numerical simulations. The model
indicates that it would be challenging to observe prompt gravity
signals within 10 s of the rupture onset with current instruments,
but that they may be within the reach of high-precision gravity
strainmeters currently under development.
This study sets building blocks to evaluate the detectability and
information content of prompt gravity perturbations. The analysis of
a potential application to earthquake early warning will be reported
elsewhere, in which a few seconds of gravity signal would enable
warning significantly faster than conventional systems based on
seismic data. The detection of prompt gravity perturbationsmay also
open new directions in earthquake seismology, since it consists in a
direct measurement of the mass redistribution during fault rupture.
How complementary is the information about the earthquake source
contained in the transient gravity field and in seismic waves remains
to be assessed.
Further analysis is needed to extend this study to cases where the
Earth’s surface affects more significantly the gravity perturbation
field. Surface effects can be studied numerically, as was done here,
but an analytical model of gravity perturbations in the presence of
a surface would provide further insight.
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APPENDIX A : CALCULATING GRAVITY
PERTURBATIONS US ING SPHERICAL
HARMONICS
A straightforward and possibly more intuitive, but slightly more
involved method to calculate gravity perturbations is to directly in-
tegrate over the field of density perturbations produced by a double-
couple source according to
δψ(r0 , t) = −G
∫
dV
δρ(r , t)
|r − r0| . (A1)
The integrand can be expanded into its spherical multipoles. The
integration over the radial coordinate r is divided into two intervals:
0< r< r0 and r0 < r. Over the first interval, one obtains the exterior
spherical multipole expansion:
δψext(r0 , t) = G
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
I ml (r0)
∗ ·
r0∫
0
dr r 2
∫
dδρ(r, t)Rml (r),
(A2)
where
Rml (r) ≡
√
4π
2l + 1r
lY ml (θ, φ)
I ml (r) ≡
√
4π
2l + 1
1
r l+1
Yml (θ, φ) (A3)
are the regular and irregular solid spherical harmonics (in Racah’s
normalization), respectively, Yml (·) the spherical harmonics, and
d = dφ dθsin (θ ). The corresponding expression for the interior
spherical multipole expansion is
δψint(r0 , t) = G
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
Rml (r0)
∗ ·
∞∫
r0
dr r 2
∫
dδρ(r, t)I ml (r).
(A4)
Inserting the density perturbation of eq. (3) into the exterior multi-
pole expansion of the gravity potential we have
δψext(r0 , t) = G
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
I ml (r0)
∗ ·
r0∫
0
dr r 2(r, t)
·
∫
d RP(θ, φ)R
m
l (r). (A5)
The integral over angles can be carried out by expressing the radi-
ation pattern of the density field in eq. (4) in terms of the spherical
harmonics Y 12 and Y
−1
2 ,
RP(θ, φ) = 2
√
2π/15
(
Y−12 (θ, φ)
∗ − Y 12 (θ, φ)∗
)
, (A6)
and making use of the orthogonality relation∫
d Yml (θ, φ)Y
m′
l ′ (θ, φ)
∗ = δll ′δmm′ . (A7)
This leads to
δψext(r0 , t) = G 4π
5
1
r 30
r0∫
0
dr r 4(r, t)
×
∑
m=−1,1
Ym2 (θ0, φ0)
∗
∫
d RP(θ, φ)Y
m
2 (θ, φ) (A8)
Further simplification shows that the angular dependence is given
by the quadrupole radiation pattern RP(θ0, φ0). The integral over the
radius can be simplified considerably by integration by parts. An ex-
pression for the interior multipole expansion is obtained by a similar
procedure. The solution δψ(r0 , t) = δψext(r0 , t) + δψint(r0 , t) for
the gravity potential perturbation can then be written in the form
given in eq. (10).
The form of the early gravity perturbation, eq. (12), suggests that
one can obtain this result from a simple effective source term. Due
to the quadrupolar form of the radiation pattern (i.e. it involves only
spherical harmonics of degree 2), we can represent the source by a
mass quadrupole moment
Qi j =
∫
dV δρ(3xi x j − δi j r 2) (A9)
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and zeromonopole and dipolemoments. Such a quadrupolar density
distribution generates the following exterior gravity potential:
δψ(r0, t) = −G
r 30
∑
i, j
Qi j (t)(ei · er0 )(e j · er0 ). (A10)
The integral in eq. (A9) can be solved again by expanding the
integrand into its multipoles. For early times, t < r0/α, the same
result is obtained for the gravity perturbation with the only non-zero
components of the quadrupole moment tensor
Qxz(t) = Qzx (t) = 3I2[M0](t). (A11)
Thereby, we have established an effective source model for prompt
gravity perturbations generated by a double-couple.
APPENDIX B : SOURCE MODEL OF
NUMERICAL S IMULATION
We consider a circular pulse-like rupture of finite duration with
cosine slip rate function and constant rupture speed:
s˙(r, t) = 2δ
T
sin
(π
T
(t − r/vrup)
)2
×(t − r/vrup)(T − t + r/vrup)(vrupτ − r ) (B1)
where ( · ) denotes the unit step function. In words, the fault slip
δ at distance r from the hypocentre builds up over a rise time T.
The rupture propagates radially outwards with velocity vrup, until
it reaches the distance vrupτ . Therefore, τ can be regarded as the
duration of the rupture, but the final fault slip occurs at time τ + T.
Themoment function for a circular fault rupture can be calculated
as
M0(t) = 2πμ
t∫
0
dt ′
∞∫
0
dr r s˙(r, t ′), (B2)
where μ is the shear modulus. Using the slip velocity model of
eq. (B1), the moment function is found to be
M0(t) =
μδ v2rupT
2
12π 2
· (B3)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
−6πu + 4π 3u3 + 3 sin(2πu), t ≤ T
2π (−3 + π 2(2 + 6(u − 1)u)), T < t ≤ τ
−2π[3 − 3u + 2π 2((u − 1)3 − 3uv2 + 2v3)
+ 3v cos(2π (u − v))]− 3 sin(2π (u − v)) τ < t ≤ τ + T
12π 3v2, τ + T < t
(B3)
with u ≡ t/T, and v ≡ τ/T. After the rupture ends at t = τ + T,
the moment function stays at a constant value of μδ π (vrupτ )2, and
according to eq. (18) the gravity acceleration grows as ∼t2 until P
waves reach r0.
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